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The Problem
Solar assets carry a multitude of risks. 

Solar projects include multiple stakeholders and various risks that can be
challenging to mitigate, including weather, modeling inaccuracy, construction

flaws, equipment failures, availability, and others. All can have major impacts on
economic returns. 

The Solution
Transfer risk to those equipped to handle it.

The Solar Revenue Put provides an investment-grade floor on energy
generation, creating stable, fixed cash flows for owners and investors. Loss
events due to lower than expected irradiance, snow, soiling, degradation,

inverter issues are all covered. Enhance the credit quality of your solar assets
with the Solar Revenue Put. 

$4Bn
of landmark solar

transactions include
the Solar Revenue Put

3.2GW
of insured assets

under management

30+
lenders have closed

transactions with the
Solar Revenue Put

40+
Active policies 

in place

With the Solar Revenue Put, you can optimize your financing terms by
enhancing the credit quality of your solar project. 

Why leave money on the table?



kWh Analytics partners with leading
insurance carriers to transfer several major

project risks.
 

Informed by the largest database of
300,000+ solar assets, kWh Analytics' data-

driven approach toward production risk
assessment is at the core of our products.

INSURER

The Solar Revenue Put can add value for
Sponsors by increasing leverage,

guaranteeing production for PTCs,
reducing credit spreads, or providing a

backstop against liabilities.

PROJECT SPONSOR
Investors want to manage their exposure to

risk. The Solar Revenue Put provides comfort
around solar asset performance which allows

lenders to provide better financing terms
while lending safely. 

INVESTORS/FINANCIERS

Ready to optimize your solar financing?
hello@kwhanalytics.com

Solar Energy Insurance Services (CDI License: 0L00900) is a wholly owned subsidiary of kWh Analytics. 

Solar Revenue Put

 An all-risk insurance policy that guarantees up to 95% of forecasted P50
energy production. Tenors available up to the useful life of your solar asset.

A Credit Enhancement Tool

mailto:hello@kwhanalytics.com

